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MnBi2Te4, the first confirmed intrinsic antiferromagnetic topological insulator, has garnered increasing at-
tention in recent years. Here we investigate the energy correction and lifetime of magnons in MnBi2Te4 caused
by magnon-magnon interaction. First, a calculation based on the density functional theory was performed to
get the parameters of the magnetic Hamiltonian of MnBi2Te4. Subsequently, the perturbation method of many-
body Green’s function was employed and the first-order self-energy [Σ(1)(k)] and second-order self-energy
[Σ(2)(k, εk)] of magnon were obtained. Numerical computations reveal that the corrections from both Σ(1)(k)

and Σ(2)(k, εk) strongly rely on momentum and temperature, with the energy renormalization near the Bril-
louin zone (BZ) boundary being significantly more pronounced than that near the BZ center. Furthermore, our
findings indicate the occurrence of dip structures in the renormalized magnon spectrum near the K and M points.
These dip structures are determined to be attributed to the influence of Σ(2)(k, εk).

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a growing interest in two-
dimensional (2D) insulating magnets, both in fundamental
and applied research domains [1–5]. Among the various 2D
insulating materials, MnBi2Te4 (MBT) stands out as the pio-
neering intrinsic antiferromagnetic (AFM) topological insula-
tor (TI) [6–9]. This material offers a promising platform for
exploring unique topological phenomena, including the quan-
tum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect [10, 11], topological ax-
ion state [12, 13], and Weyl semimetal state [7, 8]. MBT is
composed of Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te septuple layers (SL) ar-
ranged along the c axis, resulting in an A-type antiferromag-
netic (AFM) ground state, and crystallizes in a rhombohedral
structure with the space group R3̄m[14, 15]. Apart from its
topological properties, the magnetism of MBT is also of great
significance [16–18].

Magnons, which are quanta of spin waves, serve as a fun-
damental concept in characterizing the magnetic properties
of materials. The behavior of magnons in MBT, as an anti-
ferromagnetic insulator, has also captured the interest of re-
searchers. Experimental studies, such as inelastic neutron
scattering (INS), have provided valuable insights into the
properties of MBT. These studies have revealed the Ising-
like nature and magnetic frustration present in MBT. Further-
more, they have shown that the magnon spectrum in MBT
exhibits a significant broadening of lifetime [19]. In the realm
of atomically thin MBT layers, Raman spectroscopy has re-
vealed distinct characteristic peaks corresponding to magnon
excitations. This observation serves as compelling evidence
for the existence of long-range magnetic order in the thin-
layer limit of MBT [20]. A theoretical study employing a
self-consistent renormalized (SCR) spin-wave theory has dis-
covered that interactions between magnons can lead to no-
table renormalization of the magnon spectrum in MBT [21].
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This renormalization effect is found to be dependent on the
momentum, particularly in the vicinity of the high-symmetry
points.

In the magnon representation of a spin Hamiltonian,
magnon-magnon interactions are typically treated as small
terms, often expanded using techniques such as Holstein-
Primakoff [22, 23] or Dyson-Maleev transformations [24–
26]. The terms in the Hamiltonian involving more than two
magnon operators correspond to the interaction terms, specif-
ically known as the multiple magnon processes. As the tem-
perature increases, the influence of magnon-magnon inter-
actions becomes more pronounced, resulting in significant
effects such as apparent linewidth broadening [27] and en-
ergy renormalization of magnons. In addition to the afore-
mentioned effects, multiple magnon processes that do not
conserve the number of magnons can even lead to sponta-
neous decay of magnons at zero temperature [28–30]. These
scattering processes can introduce intriguing momentum or
temperature-dependent behaviors of magnons in MBT, which
have not been previously explored in the study conducted us-
ing the SCR spin-wave theory [21].

In present work, the magnetic model of MBT is constructed
by considering exchange and anisotropy terms. The exchange
integrals are determined through a density functional theory
(DFT) calculation. Subsequently, the perturbation methods of
many-body Green’s function are employed to derive the first-
order and second-order self-energies of magnons. To avoid
encountering a negative second-order self-energy around the
Γ point, a long-wavelength approximation of the momentum
of thermal magnons is implemented on the second-order self-
energy [31]. A systematic investigation is carried out to ex-
plore the impact of multiple magnon processes on the spec-
trum and lifetime of magnons in MBT.
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FIG. 1. (a) Lattice structure of MBT; two Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te
layers are shown here. (b) A schematic view of the Mn layer in an
SL, where a⃗1, a⃗2 denote the lattice vector and a denotes the lattice
constant.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND FORMALISM

A. The magnon Hamiltonian of MBT

The MBT crystal is composed of seven atomic blocks ar-
ranged in the sequence of Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te, forming a
stacked structure along the c axis in an ABC-type arrange-
ment [6, 32], as depicted in Fig. 1(a). In a single SL, the
Mn atoms form a 2D triangle lattice, as depicted in Fig. 1
(b). As a result of the magnetic frustration in MBT, the INS
experiment indicates that [20], in addition to the exchange in-
teraction amongst the nearest neighbors, the longer-range ex-
change interaction and the single-ion anisotropy play crucial
roles in stabilizing the magnetic structure within a single SL.
Hence the magnetic Hamiltonian describing a single SL of
MBT can be expressed as follows:

H =− J1
∑
⟨i,j⟩

Si · Sj − J2
∑

⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩

Si · Sj

− J3
∑

⟨⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩⟩

Si · Sj −K
∑
i

(Sz
i )

2
,

(1)

where ⟨i, j⟩, ⟨⟨i, j⟩⟩, and ⟨⟨⟨i, j⟩⟩⟩ represent the summa-
tion over the nearest, next-nearest, and third-nearest neighbor
sites, respectively. J1, J2 and J3 represent the pairwise in-
teractions between the nearest neighboring, the next-nearest
neighboring, and the third-nearest neighboring ions within a
triangular layer, respectively. Additionally, K refers to the
single-ion anisotropy.

To obtain the magnon Hamiltonian, the magnetic Hamil-
tonian is usually transformed using the Holstein-Primakoff
transformation. This transformation is preferred as it ensures
the preservation of the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian [23, 33].
The Holstein-Primakoff transformation can be expressed as
follows [22]:

S+
i =

√
2S

(
1− 1

4S
a†iai

)
ai,

S−
i =

√
2Sa†i

(
1− 1

4S
a†iai

)
,

Sz
i = S − a†iai,

(2)

where a†i and ai represent the creation and annihilation oper-
ators for magnons, respectively. By substituting Eq. (2) into
Eq. (1) and retaining terms up to fourth order in the boson
creation and annihilation operators, the magnon Hamiltonian
beyond the linear spin-wave theory is obtained. The Fourier
transformation of magnon operators is introduced as

ai =
1√
N

∑
k

ake
ik·ri , a†i =

1√
N

∑
k

a†ke
−ikri . (3)

After performing the Fourier transformation, the magnon
Hamiltonian in k space can be expressed as

H =
∑
k

εka
†
kak, (4)

+
1

N

∑
1,2,3,4

δ(1+ 2− 3− 4)V1234a
†
1a

†
2a3a4,

where the subscripts 1,2,3,4 correspond to the momenta k1,
k2, k3, k4, respectively. εk represents the bare magnon dis-
persion, which can be expressed as

εk =

3∑
l=1

ZlJlS(1− γ
(l)
k ) +K(2S − 1), (5)

where the coordination numbers are given by Z1 = Z2 =

Z3 = 6. The structure factor is defined as Zlγ
(l)
k =∑

δl
eik·δl , where δl (l = 1, 2, 3) represents the vector to the

lth neighbor.
The second term in Eq. (4) describes the interaction be-

tween magnons. The vertex function V1234 quantifies the
strength of the magnon-magnon interaction in Eq. (4), and it
can be expressed as

V1234 =

3∑
l=1

ZlJl
8

(
γ
(l)
1 + γ

(l)
2 + γ

(l)
3 + γ

(l)
4

− 2γ
(l)
2−3 − 2γ

(l)
2−4

)
−K.

(6)

B. Green’s function

In this section, we will introduce the perturbation methods
of the many-body Green’s function [34]. The magnon Mat-
subara function is defined as follows:

G(k, τ − τ ′) = −⟨Tτak(τ)a†k(τ
′)⟩, (7)

The bare magnon Matsubara function is expressed as
G0(k, iωn) = 1/(iωn − εk).

To investigate the impact of magnon-magnon interaction,
the diagram expansion method of the Green’s function is em-
ployed [34]. The first-order and second-order self-energy di-
agrams resulting from magnon-magnon interactions are de-
picted in Fig. 2. Notably, the second-order diagram repre-
sents the lowest order diagram that contributes to the decay
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams corresponding to the (a) first-order and
(b) second-order self-energies of magnons; the solid line represents
a magnon and the arrow denotes the propagation direction.

rate of magnons [27]. Based on the first-order Hartree dia-
gram shown in Fig. 2(a), the resulting self-energy Σ(1)(k)
can be expressed as follows:

Σ(1)(k) = −
3∑

l=1

ZlJlS(1−γ
(l)
k )

[
β(T )−ηl(T )

]
−4KSβ(T ),

(8)
where the temperature-dependent parameters are defined as
β(T ) = 1

NS

∑
p np, ηl(T ) = 1

NS

∑
p γ

(l)
p np , and np =

⟨a†pap⟩ represents the Bose distribution function. Σ(1)(k)
does not contribute to magnon decay, but it does cause a
temperature and momentum-dependent renormalization of the
magnon energy εk. This effect has been thoroughly discussed
in previous literature [35].

The diagram shown in Fig. 2(b) represents the second-order
diagram. From this diagram, the second-order self-energy
Σ(2)(k, iω) is derived as

Σ(2)(k, iωn) = − 8

N2

∑
p,q

∣∣Vk,p,q,k+p−q

∣∣2 (9)

×
np

[
1 + nq + nk+p−q

]
− nqnk+p−q

iωn + εp − εq − εk+p−q
.

An analytic continuation should be performed on the Matsub-
ara frequency: iωn → ω + iδ. As demonstrated in Eq. (9), it
is evident that Σ(2)(k, ω) possesses an imaginary component,
thereby leading to the decay of magnons.

In the context of the scattering process εk + εp → εq +
εk+p−q , it is crucial to note that the incident energy ω in
Σ(2)(k, ω) should be equal to the energy of the magnon un-
der consideration εk. Therefore, considering the contributions
of Σ(1)(k) and Σ(2)(k, εk), the renormalized magnon energy
can be calculated by

ε̃k = εk +Σ(1)(k) + ReΣ(2)(k, εk). (10)

C. Long wave-length approximation of thermal magnons

When studying the interaction between magnons, calculat-
ing Eq. (9) directly often poses challenges [28, 29, 31]. For
instance, when calculating the second-order self energies in an
antiferromagnetic system, a common issue that arises is the di-
vergence occurring at the Γ point [28, 29]. In the case of ferro-
magnetism, direct calculations have revealed that the real part
of the second-order self-energy ReΣ(2)(k, εk) is consistently

negative around the Γ point [31]. If only the Heisenberg ex-
change interaction is considered in the magnetic Hamiltonian
(1), both the bare magnon energy εk and the first-order self-
energy Σ(1)(k) in Eq. (10) vanish at the Γ point. When the
negative ReΣ(2)(k, εk) is included, the renormalized magnon
energy ε̃k at the Γ point becomes negative. The presence of
a negative ε̃k indicates that the magnetic structure is unstable
[20].

The presence of negative ReΣ(2)(k, εk) can be attributed to
the nonvanishing behavior of Vk,p;q,k+p−q as k approaches
the Γ point. To resolve this issue, a long wavelength approxi-
mation with p ≈ 0 is utilized [36]. After this approximation,
the interaction matrix Vk,p=0;q,k+p−q vanishes when k = 0;
thus the problem is resolved. This approximation is reason-
able when temperature is low, as it assumes that the thermal
magnons with momentum p are mostly concentrated near the
Γ point. The vertex function can be expanded as

Vk,p;q,k+p−q ≈ V0 + p · vk;q +O(p2), (11)

where V0 represents Vk,p;q,k+p−q|p=0. Considering energy
conservation, we obtain V0 = −K. The vector function vk;q

is given as

vk;q =
[
∇pV −∇pE

∇qV · ∇qE

|∇qE|2
]∣∣∣∣∣

p=0

, (12)

where V indicates Vk,p;q,k+p−q and E = εk + εp − εq −
εk+p−q . The second term in Eq. (12) is obtained by imposing
the constraint of energy conservation. The expression for vk;q

is given by

vk;q =
1

4

3∑
l=1

ZlJl∇p (γ
(l)
k+p−q − γ

(l)
p−q)

∣∣∣
p=0

, (13)

which vanishes as k = 0. Finally, under the approximation of
p ≈ 0, Σ(2)(k, εk) can be expressed as,

Σ(2)(k, εk) =
α1

N

∑
q

8V 2
0 kBT

εk + ε0 − εq − εk−q + iδ

+
α2

N

∑
q

4
∣∣vk;q

∣∣2(kBT )2
εk + ε0 − εq − εk−q + iδ

,

(14)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and

α1 =

√
3

8π

− ln(1− e−C)

JeffS
, α2 =

√
3

8π

Li2[e
−C ]

J2
effS

2
,

with C = K(2S − 1)/(kBT ), Jeff = 3J1/2 + 9J2/2 + 6J3,
and Lis(z) denoting the polylogarithm [37]. In this work, the
value of δ in Eq. (14) is is chosen to be 0.05meV .

Let us provide a brief discussion on Eq. (14). For the mag-
netic Hamiltonian without the anisotropic terms, i.e., K in Eq.
(1) is zero, it can be observed that V0 = 0 and vk=0,q = 0 at
the Γ point. As a result, Σ(2)(k, εk) in Eq. (14) is also zero
at the Γ point. This ensures that the renormalized magnon
energy becomes zero at the Γ point [38]. For the magnetic
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Hamiltonian including anisotropic terms, i.e., when K in Eq.
(1) is nonzero, we find that V0 does not vanish at the Γ point
due to the presence of anisotropy. This anisotropy induces a
negative Σ(2)(k, εk) at the Γ point. However, this negative
Σ(2)(k, εk) does not lead to a negative renormalized magnon
energy. This is because the anisotropy also induces a spin
gap at the Γ point, which is (2S)2 larger than the negative
contribution from ReΣ(2)(k, εk) [29]. Thus the renormalized
magnon energy should still remain positive at the Γ point. It
is worth noting that the negative energy contributions from
the second-order self-energy can potentially be compensated
by higher-order magnon self-energies. However, calculating
higher-order magnon self-energies can often be challenging.
Therefore, the application of the long-wavelength approxima-
tion for thermal magnons is necessary.

Moreover, we find that Σ(2)(k, εk) in Eq. (14) are divided
into two parts. The first term, which is proportional to T , is as-
sociated with the anisotropy, while the second term, which is
proportional to T 2, is related to the isotropic exchange interac-
tion. Due to the small magnitude of the single-ion anisotropy,
the isotropic exchange interaction dominates. As a result, the
second-order self-energy still follows the T 2 law, which is
consistent with the properties of 2D magnetic systems [39–
41].

III. CALCULATION METHODS

The calculations, based on the DFT, have been carried out
by using the full potential linearized augmented plane-wave
method as implemented in the Wien2k package [42]. The k-
point mesh convergence test has been done (see the Appendix)
and a 16 × 16 × 1 k-point mesh is used for the Brillouin-
zone integral. The self-consistent calculations are considered
to be converged when the difference in the total energy of
the crystal does not exceed 0.00001mRy. We adopt the gen-
eralized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE-GGA) type [43] as the exchange-correlation potential
and include the spin orbit coupling (SOC) using the second-
order variational procedure [44]. We also perform the first-
principles calculations with different exchange-correlation
potentials and the results are close (see the Appendix). Mean-
while, the GGA + U scheme is adopted to properly describe
the strongly correlated system of Mn 3d orbitals with the ef-
fective on-site Coulomb interaction Ueff = 2 eV [45, 46]. In
order to properly model a monolayer MnBi2Te4 system, i.e.,
one septuple-layer block, we add a vacuum layer of about 30Å
along the c-axis. Minimizing the energy for structural relax-
ation, we get the lattice parameters as a = 4.43Å, b = 4.43Å,
c = 41.18Å.

The spin exchange interactions are calculated by the open-
source software package WienJ [47], which is based on com-
bining magnetic force theorem and linear-response approach
[48–53]. As an interface to the linearized augmented plane
wave (LAPW) software Wien2k [42], the software allows one
to friendly and efficiently calculate spin Hamiltonian param-
eters. This approach has been successfully applied to various
magnetic materials [47, 49, 50, 54–56].

To estimate the Curie temperature Tc, Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations are performed with the Metropolis algorithm for
the Heisenberg model as implemented in MCSOLVER code
[57, 58], in which a 28 × 28 × 1 supercell is adopted. The
details of the convergence test for cell size are displayed in
the Appendix. The number of MC steps to make the system
enter balanced states is 160000, while the number of MC steps
involved in measuring is set to 320000.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the theoretical methods mentioned earlier, we have
calculated and obtained the exchange interactions J1, J2, J3
in the microscopic magnetic Hamiltonian of MBT, as shown
in Table I,

TABLE I. The values of J1, J2, J3 are taken from the INS data and
the DFT results, all values are in meV.

J1 J2 J3

Our Results 0.249 -0.024 -0.010
INS Data Ref. [59] 0.233(2) -0.033(2) 0.007(2)
DFT Data Ref. [7] 0.25 -0.033 -

DFT Data Ref. [60] 0.22 - -

The results indicate that J1 is the dominant factor contribut-
ing to the ferromagnetism of MBT monolayer, with a value of
0.249meV . Furthermore, both J2 and J3 are approximately
one-tenth of the magnitude of J1. These results are in good
agreement with both INS and DFT results [7, 59, 60]. Besides,
we adopt the single ion anisotropy K = 0.048meV obtained
from the INS data [19]. Based on these parameters, a MC
simulation is performed with the Metropolis algorithm for the
Heisenberg model [57, 58]. The obtained Curie temperature
is 15.9K, which is close to the experimental data 15.2K[61].
With the exchange parameters J1, J2, J3 and the single ion
anisotropy K shown above, we begin the study of the energy
spectrum and self-energy of magnons in MBT.

A. Properties of the first-order self-energy

First, the properties of first-order self-energy Σ(1)(k) are
studied. In Fig. 3(a), the magnitude of Σ(1)(k) is plotted at a
temperature of 6K in the k space. It is shown that the values
of |Σ(1)(k)| near the boundary of the first BZ are significantly
higher compared to those in the central region. The peak val-
ues of |Σ(1)(k)| are observed at the high symmetry point K,
while M serves as the saddle point for |Σ(1)(k)|. The behavior
of Σ(1)(k) indicates that the strength of the magnon-magnon
scattering near the boundary of the first Brillouin zone is sig-
nificantly stronger compared to that in the central region.

In Fig. 3(b), the k-dependent behavior of |Σ(1)(k)| along
the high symmetry line Γ−K−M−Γ is depicted for various
temperatures. Given that the properties of Σ(1)(k) are de-
termined by β(T ) and ηl(T ), we provide the values of β(T )
and ηl(T ) for different temperatures in Table II. The differ-
ence between these values in Table II and the results obtained
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FIG. 3. (a) Map of |Σ(1)(k)| of MBT at T = 6K in the k space
and (b) |Σ(1)(k)| at different temperatures along the high-symmetry
line. The black dashed line in (a) represents the boundary of first BZ
and the green line is the high-symmetry line along Γ−M−K− Γ.

using the SCR spin-wave theory [21] is not that significant.
Here the self-consistent calculation of Σ(1)(k) is not done. It
is observed that the values of the parameters increase with
increasing temperature, indicating that a greater number of
magnons with higher energy can be excited as the tempera-
ture rises. Consequently, the scattering probability increases
and the renormalization of magnon energy through Σ(1)(k)
becomes more evident, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).

TABLE II. The values of β, η1, η2, η3 at different temperatures.
T β η1 η2 η3
3K 0.008 0.008 0.006 0.006
6K 0.031 0.026 0.019 0.016
9K 0.061 0.048 0.031 0.026

12K 0.096 0.070 0.043 0.035
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FIG. 4. Map of (a) ReΣ(2)(k, εk) and (b)
∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)

∣∣ of MBT
at T = 6K in the reciprocal space. The black dashed line represents
the boundary of first BZ and the green lines are the high-symmetry
lines along Γ−M−K− Γ.

B. Second-order self-energy

In Fig. 4, the plot shows the real and imaginary parts of
Σ(2)(k, εk) in the k space. In regions distant from the first BZ
boundary, both ReΣ(2)(k, εk) and

∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)
∣∣ exhibit

smooth variations with the wave vector k. However, as the

wave vector k approaches the first BZ boundary, these quanti-
ties vary sharply. The maximum values of ReΣ(2)(k, εk) and∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)

∣∣ are observed around the K point.
To better illustrate this behavior, Fig. 5 displays the

curves of ReΣ(2)(k, εk) and
∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)

∣∣ along the high-
symmetry line of Γ−M−K−Γ. The values of ReΣ(2)(k, εk)
and

∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)
∣∣ are observed to be close to zero at the

Γ point, indicating the validity of the long-wavelength ap-
proximation. As the wave vector k moves away from the Γ
point, ReΣ(2)(k, εk) exhibits a negative increase, consistent
with the notion that magnons with larger momentum experi-
ence more significant renormalization. When k approaches
the first BZ boundary, ReΣ(2)(k, εk) exhibits pronounced os-
cillations. Similarly,

∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)
∣∣ also exhibits a grad-

ual increase in the long-wavelength region and displays pro-
nounced peak structures near the first BZ boundary. Given
that the magnon lifetime is proportional to the inverse of∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)

∣∣, the behavior of
∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)

∣∣ indicates
that, in the case of considering only magnon-magnon inter-
actions, long wavelength magnons have relatively long life-
times, while short wavelength magnons have limited life-
times due to their strong scattering interactions with ther-
mal magnons. This phenomenon of long lifetime for long
wavelength magnons and short lifetime for short wavelength
magnons has been observed in many magnetic materials
[39, 41, 62, 63]. Besides the magnon-magnon interactions,
other interaction mechanisms, such as electron-magnon inter-
actions [64, 65] and phonon-magnon interactions [66, 67], can
also lead to a reduction in the lifetime of magnons.

Γ MK Γ
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(2)
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FIG. 5. Real (black line) and imaginary (red line) parts of the second-
order self-energy calculated by Eq. (14) at T = 6K along the Γ −
K − M − Γ line; the blue dashed line represents the momentum
dependence of the scattering density of states Wk. Here we use λ =
1.5.

In an effort to identify the underlying cause of the pro-
nounced behaviors of Σ(2)(k, εk) near the first Brillouin zone
(BZ) boundary, we calculate the scattering density of states
[31]

Wk =
λ

N

∑
q

δ(εk + ε0 − εq − εk−q), (15)

Here λ is an adjustable parameter used to ensure that the value
of Wk is comparable to

∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)
∣∣. The k dependence

of Wk (the blue dashed line) is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
analysis reveals that the peaks of the Wk curve align with
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intensity and red represents the highest spectral intensity.

those of
∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)

∣∣, indicating that the peak structure
of

∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, εk)
∣∣ is primarily determined by the energy de-

nominator in Eq. (14) and remains relatively unaffected by its
vertex functions [31].

C. Renormalized magnon spectrum

Taking into account the contributions from both Σ(1)(k)
and ReΣ(2)(k, εk) simultaneously, the dispersion ε̃k in the k
space at T = 6K is depicted in Fig. 6(a). The highest magnon
energy of ε̃k = 5.54meV occurs at the K point, while the en-
ergy saddle point is located at the M point. Our findings indi-
cate that the locations of the peak value and the saddle point
of ε̃k coincide with those of Σ(1)(k), demonstrating the sig-
nificant impact of magnon-magnon interactions in the high-
energy region [21]. This conclusion can be confirmed by an-
alyzing the spectrum function of magnons, namely, the imag-
inary part of the magnon Green’s function, which is defined
as

A(k, ω) =

∣∣ImΣ(2)(k, ω)
∣∣

[ω − ε̃k]2 + [ImΣ(2)(k, ω)]2
. (16)

Figure 6(b) presents the map of A(k, ω) of MBT in the k−ω
space along the Γ − K − M − Γ line at T = 6K. The in-
tensity of the magnon spectrum is low in the high-energy re-
gion, suggesting that magnons with high energy experience
strong scattering interactions with thermal magnons. Further-
more, the broadening of the dispersion line corresponds to
the linewidth of the magnon spectrum. Our calculations re-
veal that the broadening is pronounced near the boundary of
the first BZ, with the most significant broadening observed
around the K and M points. This distinctive characteristic of
the spectrum’s linewidth awaits experimental verification.

As the temperature increases, the renormalization of the
magnon spectrum becomes more pronounced, accompanied
by an enhancement in the frequency of magnon-magnon scat-
tering. In Fig. 7(a), the magnon energy dispersions along
the high symmetry line Γ − K − M − Γ at different temper-
atures are plotted. As the temperature increases, the magnon
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FIG. 7. (a) k dependence of ε̃k along the Γ−K−M−Γ line of MBT
at different temperatures. (b) The density of state of magnons of
MBT at different temperatures. The inset in (a) is the k dependence
of ∆ε̃k of MBT along the Γ−K−M− Γ line.

energy decreases overall due to the higher frequency of scat-
ter events occurring between magnons. A more pronounced
effect from magnon-magnon interactions is observed around
the boundary of the first BZ, indicating the k dependence of
the renormalization of magnon spectra. The density of states
(DOS) of magnons,

∫
dkδ(ω − ε̃k), as a function of energy

at different temperatures, is depicted in Fig. 7(b). Three Van
Hove singularities around ω ≈ 0.27eV , ω ≈ 4.6meV , and
ω ≈ 5.4meV are observed, corresponding to the flat-band
structure of the magnon spectrum at Γ, M, and K, respec-
tively. With an increase in temperature, all three peaks of the
Van Hove singularities shift towards the lower energy region.

Furthermore, dip structures around the K and M points are
observed on the ε̃k curves at higher temperatures, as depicted
in Fig. 7(a). Correspondingly, several subpeak structures are
observed around the two Van Hove singularities of higher en-
ergy in Fig. 7(b). To visualize this structure more clearly,
we define the difference between the magnon energy at low
temperature and at high temperature:

∆ε̃k = ε̃k(3K)− ε̃k(12K). (17)

The k dependence of ∆ε̃k is illustrated in the inset of Fig.
7(a). We observe that the peaks of ∆ε̃k coincide with the
dips of ReΣ(2)(k, ω) at the same k, providing evidence that
the dip structures on the magnon spectrum are induced by the
second-order self-energy. In some experiments, the dip struc-
tures of magnon spectrum near the boundaries of BZ have not
been observed [39, 41, 68]. Therefore, further improvement
is needed in the theoretical methods for studying the higher-
order self-energy corrections of magnons.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the energy renormalization and
lifetime of magnons in MnBi2Te4 caused by magnon-magnon
interaction. By utilizing the perturbation theory of the many-
body Green’s function, the first-order self-energy [Σ(1)(k)]
and the second-order self-energy [Σ(2)(k, εk)] of magnon are
obtained. To avoid the false resulting from negative energy
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renormalization due to Σ(2)(k, εk), a long wavelength ap-
proximation of p ≈ 0 is employed and a T 2 dependence of
Σ(2)(k, εk) is demonstrated analytically. Based on the nu-
merical results, we find that the renormalizations from both
Σ(1)(k) and ReΣ(2)(k, εk) exhibit significant momentum and
temperature dependence. Moreover, the energy renormaliza-
tion near the first Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary is notably
stronger compared to the center region, with the most promi-
nent correction occurring near the K point. Furthermore,
magnons near the center of the Brillouin zone possess almost
infinite lifetime, whereas magnons near the boundary experi-
ence strong scattering. Finally, we demonstrate that the dip
structures in the renormalized spectrum should be attributed
to Σ(2)(k, εk).
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APPENDIX: THE DETAILS OF THE DFT CALCULATION
AND THE MC SIMULATION

To validate the reliability of k-point mesh convergence,
we perform first-principles calculations with different k-point
meshes from PBE-GGA calculations. The total energies and
magnetic moments of the Mn ions calculated under different
k-point meshes are presented in Table III.

TABLE III. The calculated total energy of MnBi2Te4 (Ry) and mag-
netic moments of Mn ions (µB) from PBE-GGA calculations under
different k-point meshes.

k-mesh Total Energy (Ry) Magnetic Moment (µB)
4× 4× 1 -143016.74260346 4.50486
8× 8× 1 -143016.74363004 4.50492

12× 12× 1 -143016.74371105 4.50528
14× 14× 1 -143016.74424296 4.50525
16× 16× 1 -143016.74422522 4.50519

We also supplement the Heisenberg exchange interactions
under different k-point meshes in Table IV. According to the
numerical results, we believe that a 16× 16× 1 k-point mesh
can provide a reasonably accurate description of the proper-
ties of the material. The nearest neighbor interaction is the

dominant term, about 0.249 meV, which stabilizes the FM or-
der. The exchange interactions between the next-nearest and
the third-nearest neighbors are an order of magnitude smaller
than those between the nearest neighbors, with values around
-0.024meV and -0.01meV, respectively.

Moreover, we perform the first-principles calculations us-
ing different exchange-correlation potentials including the

TABLE IV. The calculated Heisenberg exchange interactions (meV)
from PBE-GGA calculations under different k-point mesh.

4× 4× 1 8× 8× 1 12× 12× 1 14× 14× 1 16× 16× 1
J1 0.26137 0.25131 0.24934 0.24924 0.24938
J2 -0.02308 -0.02405 -0.02423 -0.02424 -0.02428
J3 -0.00954 -0.01008 -0.01019 -0.01019 -0.01021

standard PBE-GGA [43], the Wu-Cohen generalized gradient
approximation (WC-GGA) [69], and the modified Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (PBEsol
GGA) [70]. The calculated values J1, J2, J3 using these three
exchange-correlation functionals of 16×16×1 k-point mesh
are displayed in Table V and the results are close. Here, we
choose the results obtained through the PBE-GGA.

TABLE V. The calculated Heisenberg interactions (meV) from dif-
ferent exchange-correlation potentials.

PBE-GGA WC-GGA PBEsol-GGA
J1 0.24938 0.29414 0.23157
J2 -0.02428 -0.02461 -0.02568
J3 -0.01021 -0.00864 -0.01181

Here, we also provide some details concerning the estima-
tion of Tc through the MC simulations of the Metropolis al-
gorithm for the Heisenberg model. The Tc values for MBT of
different unit cells are obtained and presented in Table VI. It
can be observed that the values of Tc show a slight decrease
with the increase in unit cell numbers. Therefore, we are con-
fident that the unit cell size of 28× 28× 1 is adequately large
and that the Tc value of 15.9K is reasonable.

TABLE VI. The calculated Tc (K) from MC simulation of different
unit cells with periodic boundary conditions.

Unit Cells Tc (K) Unit Cells Tc (K)
10× 10× 1 16.7 20× 20× 1 16.3
12× 12× 1 16.6 24× 24× 1 16.1
16× 16× 1 16.4 28× 28× 1 15.9
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